Software licenses
TSF16120

VOICE CONTROL subscription

Many TELETASK customers like to control their house/building by voice. You can use
the TELETASK voice skills in many languages as far as they are available on your smart
assistant and can be entered in PROSOFT.
You can use one or more smart assistants in your house/apartment, connected via WiFi
to the LAN on which the TDS installation is connected. You only need (a) TELETASK
DoIP central unit(s), an internet connection, the Voice Control TSF16120 subscription
and some configuration in PROSOFT.

PLATFORM CONDITIONS
- For all DoIP central units which are TTcloud connected.
- PROSOFT V3.7.3 or higher

“Hey Google, activate wake-up mood”.

Available: fully operational since Q1 2020

“Hey Google, dim the night hall lights to 30 percent”, “close the
shades”…. You name it.

SETTINGS
Configuration
Via PROSOFT Suite (3.7.3 or higher). Compatible with older
PROSOFT versions if configured as TDSxxx.

COST
The subscription has a limited yearly cost and is automatically
renewed every year. The renewal can be stopped in TTecomm
at any time and it will stay active until the renewal day.
The system integrator is informed 2 months before the renewal
day which of all his subscriptions will be renewed. If the renewal
fails because of a non-valid system integrator-credit card, he
will be informed immediately to enter a valid credit card.

“Alexa, set bathroom temperature to 21 degrees”.

INSTALLATION
You will need to install the Amazon or Google Home app
on your mobile device first before you can connect your
smart assistant(s) with the TELETASK voice skills.

The TSF16120 subscription can be obtained by the system
integrator in TTecomm (for professionals only).

SOME USAGE EXAMPLES
“Alexa,activate bathroom light”

See more details in the Technical Handbook on
www.teletask.be – Professional – Technical Handbook.

“Alexa, activate diner mood”.
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